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UK Politics
Business Stay halts Oklahoma execution record
Sci/Tech 94% relevance
04/01/2001
Health A last minute stay stops Oklahoma from carrying out a state record of eight executions
Education in one month.
similar stories
Entertainment
Talking Point
Bush turns to Texas executions
In Depth
94% relevance
16/11/2000
AudioVideo The fate of Texas death row inmate, John Paul Penry, who has a mental age of six, has
provoked concern in the UK and Germany.
similar stories
Court orders Texas execution delay
94% relevance
16/11/2000
The US Supreme Court has ordered the Texas Governor and presidential candidate,
George W Bush, to delay the third execution in his state in as many days.
similar stories
Italy criticises US execution
94% relevance
15/09/2000
US citizens in Italy have been put on their guard after an Italian-American man was
executed despite an appeal by the Pope for clemency.
similar stories
Stonehenge execution revealed
94% relevance
09/06/2000
An ancient skeleton excavated from Stonehenge has revealed a grisly execution at the
famous site.
similar stories
Bush blocks execution
94% relevance
02/06/2000
For the first time since taking office,Texas Governor and presidential hopeful George W
Bush requests a stay of execution.
similar stories
'Execution' appeals draw blanks
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94% relevance
18/05/2000
Police are disappointed by the lack of information about a killing in Glasgow, believed
to be a gangland execution.
similar stories
New move in 'execution' inquiry
94% relevance
15/05/2000
Police issue a description of a man seen near the scene of a murder, said to be a gangland
execution, was carried out.
similar stories
Drugs execution sours Canada-Vietnam ties
94% relevance
27/04/2000
Canada has said it will re-examine ties with Vietnam after the execution of a Canadian
citizen there on charges of drug-smuggling.
similar stories
Tennessee's first execution in 40 years
94% relevance
19/04/2000
The US state of Tennessee has carried out its first execution in 40 years, putting to death
a man who raped and killed an eight-year-old girl.
similar stories
Executions decline in 1999
94% relevance
18/04/2000
Amnesty International reports an overall fall in the number of executions in 1999, but
the US, Iran and Saudi Arabia recorded big increases.
similar stories
Coal industry's stay of execution
94% relevance
17/04/2000
With the government promising fresh subsidies to support UK coal mines, the BBC's
Stephen Evans examines whether the industry has a future.
similar stories
Texas execution angers French
94% relevance
02/03/2000
A convicted killer is executed in Texas despite the petitions of European officials and
groups opposed to the death penalty.
similar stories
Texas execution angers French campaigners
94% relevance
02/03/2000
The authorities in the American state of Texas have gone ahead with the execution of a
convicted murderer despite pleas from European opponents of the death penalty.
similar stories
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Tourists' killers face execution
94% relevance
19/01/2000
Two men who gagged, robbed, stabbed and shot dead four tourists - two Britons and two
Americans - on a yacht in the Caribbean are to be executed.
similar stories
Saudi boy's execution deferred
94% relevance
08/12/1999
A Saudi newspaper says that a teenager sentenced to death for murder has won a
month-long stay of execution while his family tries to raise the blood money to save his
life.
similar stories
Chilean ex-officers charged for executions
94% relevance
09/06/1999
Five former military officers have been charged with more than 70 killings carried out
by the notorious 'caravan of death'.
similar stories
Nebraska puts a stay on executions
94% relevance
21/05/1999
The American state of Nebraska has put a stop to executions for two years, while it
considers whether the death penalty is fairly applied.
similar stories
Privy Council blocks executions
94% relevance
18/05/1999
The UK Privy Council has stepped in to save the lives of nine killers sentenced to death
in Trinidad and Tobago.
similar stories
Countdown to US execution
94% relevance
04/03/1999
The US Supreme Court has cleared the way for the execution of a German national in
Arizona's gas chamber - despite an appeal court ruling that the use of gas is cruel.
similar stories
Delay to US execution
94% relevance
03/03/1999
The execution of a German national in the US has been delayed after an appeal court
ruled the gas chamber was a cruel and unusual punishment.
similar stories
'Doctors must not take part in executions'
94% relevance
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Doctors have called on their colleagues around the world to play no part in the
implementation of the death penalty.
similar stories
Paraguay angered by US execution
94% relevance
15/04/1998
Paraguay has reacted angrily to the execution of one of its nationals for murder and
attempted rape in the United States.
similar stories
UN attacks US execution policy
94% relevance
14/04/1998
A United Nations report says the United States is violating international law by imposing
the death penalty on juveniles and the mentally sub-normal.
similar stories
Execution carried out despite stay calls
94% relevance
14/04/1998
Angel Francisco Breard has been executed by injection in Virginia after the governor
refused to intervene. There have been claims the US is in breach of international laws.
similar stories
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